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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

Thanks for considering our manuscript MIDM-D-18-00365
"Are Austrian practitioners ready to adopt mobile technologies? Results of a cross-sectional online survey.”
for publication in BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making!

1. Please submit your revised manuscript as a single clean copy without any tracked changes, colored or highlighted text. You may provide the manuscript with tracked changes or highlighting as a supplementary file.

Authors´comment:

We only uploaded a clean cop of our manuscript, as requested.

2. Please include the email addresses for all authors on the title page. The corresponding author should still be indicated. Please also ensure these email addresses match the email addresses provided in the editorial manager system.

Authors´comment:

Done
3. Rename the heading Introduction to "Background".

Authors´comment:
Done

4. Re-arrange the declaration sections accordingly as seen below:

• Ethics approval and consent to participate
• Consent for publication
• Availability of data and material
• Competing interests
• Funding
• Authors' contributions
• Acknowledgements

Authors´comment:
Done

5. We note that you have not included a ‘Funding’ section in the Declarations. All sources of funding for the research reported should be declared. If no funding was obtained for your study we still require this section to be included with the statement “No funding was obtained for this study”.

Authors´comment:
Done

Sincerely,
Daniela Haluza (for the authors)
Daniela Haluza, MD PhD
Medical University of Vienna
Institute of Environmental Health, Center for Public Health
Kinderspitalgasse 15, A-1090 Vienna, Austria
Tel:+43(1)40160 34933, Fax:+43(1)40160 934936
Email: daniela.haluza@meduniwien.ac.at